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EDITORIAL 

- = 

Geeks, jocks and UW-Madison | @ y 

P People often look at a map of campus and chuckle at the fact that the engi- r a 
ra By neering campus is right next to the athletic facilities; there is just something BO Healy > 

ironic about pairing the stereotypical geeks and jocks. But perhaps our y 
’ school's planners knew the strong connections between these two and | % 

7 placed them there on purpose. "4 
Fi BR ee 
) Engineering, whether it be for safety, speed, or strength, plays a large part | [iy Ay j 

F yo rT | in athletics. There are the materials designed for safe football helmets or Pl “ a 
Karen Mandl water-repellant swimsuits, the statics and dynamics behind wrestling | — ja 

Editor-in-Chief moves, and the resistance and hydrodynamics of a crew boat. Just like | big: 
there are specifications for how to build a distillation column, there are specifications for the layout of a bas- ia et 3 

ketball court, basketball size, hoop size and hoop height. And before this year's Super Bowl, Fox subjected Fe: Bees 
everyone to a rocky, yet humorous, explanation of how Newton's Laws apply to football. | # ast 

| ~ | 

But just the fact that engineering can be used in sports is not the only connection the two neighbors have. > fe 
Competition is an obvious aspect of athletics, but is hidden in engineering to those not involved. UW- 
Madison supports its nationally ranked football, basketball, hockey, crew, cross county, track and many 
other teams. But it also supports its twice-national champion Future Truck team, concrete canoe team, steel bridge team and quarter 
scale tractor team. Badger fans are known for being some of the loudest, most ruckus fans in the nation. The College of Engineering 
is known for having the greatest E-week celebration in the Midwest and the largest student-run engineering exhibition in the county 
(EXPO). 

On a more personal note, both the College of Engineering and Badger Athletics have been important parts of my seven years as a stu- 
dent here (both BS and MS). As one of those crazy Badger fans who wears red-and-white-striped tights and a red cape to each sport- 
ing event, I have had football season tickets for the last seven years, made the trek to Pasadena back in 2000, lost my voice at hockey 
games and partied on State Street to celebrate the basketball team's Final Four berth. All things every UW-Madison student should 
experience. I have even proudly and successfully defended our beloved Badgers many times in debates with those silly Gopher fans in 
my home state of Minnesota to prove that we are in fact so much better than they are. 

In addition to being a supportive Badger fan, I have been a proud engineering student. Becoming involved in the college has opened 
up more doors to me than I can even count and introduced me to some of the most intelligent, creative and supportive people I have 
ever met. Not only have the college's courses taught me about problem solving (how can 10 hours worth of homework get done in 5?), 
but it is really the small things that have made me fall in love with the engineering college. Where else can you pick gummy worms 
out of a pie tin of tapioca pudding with your teeth while blindfolded or get free pizza at a student organization meeting at least two or 
three times a week? 

So after seven years of school in the surreal world that is UW-Madison, I finally say good-bye to taunting Section O and racing chairs 
around ECB and everything in between. And after four and a half years (yes, longer than most people are in school) of serving the great 
Wisconsin Engineer magazine, I say good-bye to a phenomenal staff and let someone else be slave to the task. I will miss my time as a 
student fan, engineering student, and magazine staffer, but as they say: you can take the girl out of Wisconsin, but you can't take the 

Wisconsin out of the girl. So while I may not be living in Wisconsin or Madison anymore, it will always be a part of me. Thanks for all 
the great times and memories and On Wisconsin. 
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By Robert Beets 

Ihe Kohl Center, a vibrant center- Each experience at the world-class facility is a really great atmosphere at the basket- 
piece to the UW-Madison campus, — reminds students, fans and the community _ ball games. Everyone is excited and into 
shines brilliantly after another stel- that an arena can not only fulfill its pur- the game, bright lights, loud sounds-so it 

lar winter sports season. Numerous sell- pose to hold events, but also enrich those __ really grabs your attention." 
outs and win-streaks for basketball and events for all in attendance. With glass, 

hockey teams continue to embolden tradi- steel and concrete, the Kohl Center warm- ‘The draw of the arena is undeniable for 

tions and exemplify how great design and ly embraces its occupants and hosts ath- sports fans and part of that comes from 
engineering enhance our lives and the _ letes, graduates and musicians for the UW- __ their love for the university. Another way 
sports we love. Madison community. the Kohl Center builds tradition for this 

campus is its commitment to fans through 
The main entrance entices visitors inside good architecture. The two overhanging 

. a by displaying its wide, open concourses _ balconies, emulating the old field house, 
t) buzzing with people on gameday. The _ bring fans closer to the action and create a 

r a motoring fans and etched figures on the _ tight-knit atmosphere. 
r northwestern wall bring the arena to life © ©<§_ —————______ 

before th t begins. . ile ed oS Cvent begins “The Kohl Center provides 
Rare bares "I like the intensity of the atmosphere. UW-Madison a chance to 

Leer ee ee Sieeeetee Regardless of the event that I've been to, continue sporting tradition, 
bese oe Gr ry er) 3. H= it's always been high energy," Robert Van . 

Ooh GAPS Te Ya eee ee ha dora | S ly 8! ‘BY 
cae Eee. Es ELSE Wyhe, undergraduate student and basket- which many people, young 

ee te es £ ball fan at UW-Madison, says. and old, can relate to their 

a, (ee < entire lives." 
a ty — \ eo Once inside the Kohl Center, tradition and . . 

Ce Oey = school pride run prevalent with champi- Jessica Zowghi 

The colossal $76.4 million Kohl Center — onship banners, W's everywhere and fans 
towers over the southeast corner of the creating a sea of red. Few other places pack "I like that it's a smaller venue, as com- 

UW-Madison campus. This facility so much pride into one space. pared say to the Metrodome, where peo- 
holds almost 17,000 seats for sporting ple seem far away from the action. At the 
events, concerts, and graduations. In = "The Kohl Center provides UW-Madisona Kohl Center people seem right on top of 
addition, the Kohl Center also contains = chance to continue sporting tradition, — the court, which I think is good for the 

enough concrete to build a sidewalk which many people, young and old, can _fans-because then they get great seats-and 
from Madison to Chicago. relate to their entire lives," Jessica Zowghi, _ good for the players-for homecourt advan- 

UW-Madison undergraduate, says. "There _ tage," Zowghi says. 

4 APRIL 200 j ein 5 ¢ 
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The setup for a great atmosphere at the A By ; "Anytime you have a space that is kind of 
Kohl Center is no mistake, and great 4 Jf AY : a multi-use space, it always creates con- 
developmental effort preceded the results . Ae flict. It'd be a lot easier if we could just 
spectators enjoy today. Architecturally and fj {hj my design for one function, but having a 
aesthetically the building is effective, but V Ay M Lp.’ 1 §| design for multiple functions challenges 
it's not until realizing the unique nature of fie ii | us to come up with some creative solu- 
the Kohl Center that its greatness can truly ; ER | _ tions," Jeffers says. 
be appreciated. cH 1 

i} i | One such creative solution allows for 

e \ " changing between sporting events. During 
Ll t= = ne ie a. a change from hockey to basketball, the 

" At the Kohl Center people | Mh an, P? hockey ice rink is covered to insulate the 
seem right on top of the ’ Fis \ ! i" Hs ie medium underneath and create a 

= “4 e ehh ase for the basketball court. 
court, which I| think is good fs sf yet 

for the fans because then A \ ¥ : » 7 "It's called 'Polar Floor' and it's [made of] 
| } ’ =? ~ (| four by four sheets of insulation. Basicall 

they get great seats, and \f\ , aw) 7 | it'sa aed, hard plastic. These [sheets] pice 

good for the players for Se ‘ ; fit together kind of like a puzzle," Larry 
homecourt advantage," Af , i || Johns, a Kohl Center worker, says. 

nesses awa! hs : ~ ae | Because of the differences in size of the 
es Sab! lk ‘ a | basketball court and hockey rink, seats 

fi aria, We must be mobile horizontally to fit tighter 
In the developmental stages of the stadi- ae ~My y Ya - around the court and vertically to accom- 

um, architects, engineers and planners (et ' en, fii modate its different height. The Kohl 
worked in partnership to bring a vision % ay . Center staff meets this challenge with a 
into shape. It's impressive the facility was Ate Pat r Ey system of inner risers that includes sliding 
completed ahead of schedule when con- * Nts We ] . trays and a lift system at both endlines. 
sidering the cooperation needed for such a (f \ ‘ , 4 This lift raises 750 seats a total of seven 
massive undertaking. : iM 4] | a 7 ‘ feet. The result is an arena that feels dedi- 

it bi) | f (i | cated to just the sport that is out on the 
"[The architect] is the leader of the project Ls | cp ‘| Bree f : floor. 

so we follow them," Bob Jeffers, project i ee ip ee é — 

engineer and electrical systems coordina- a Eat, ip. te : a i ‘| With creative solutions, engineers, design- 

tor for the Kohl Center, says. "On a project Lf 7 1a 4 BD - a | ers and workers constructed a truly 

that's this big, it's hard to keep tabs on j 7 Pe a ee a As unique home for UW-Madison sports. 
everybody. So we have to have a team that FG i oe | And even though they don't realize it, 
doesn't need to be told exactly what to do. PS Ae Walp Ei I 8 Kohl Center fans reap the benefits of this 

They have to be self-starters." ae ‘ La i ih § hard work. We 

Not only was the sheer size of the project | 3 My Va ay ee 2 
somewhat daunting, but so was the 4 a ; ae cate 2 

demand for a versatile venue, one that can Etchings of basketball players welcome 

host basketball, hockey and other assorted fang and athletes alike into the 
events like concerts and graduation cere- \jcholas-Johnson Pavillion. The Author Bio: Robert is writing toward a 
monies. The logistics of this problem keep _ pavillion houses three full size basket- Career in environmental journalism. His 
the team working on unique and often all courts and is used as a practice 90a! is to instill public and corporate 
unexplored problems. gym when the main arena is booked for 4Wareness of environmental issues crucial 

other events. for the sustainability of our planet. 

= see hs Ee SS ee ae 
Se MY, ie ee od 5 ee ~ o YZ a é a ry Booed : am Se a y 

: z Ge _— | eee 3 
—— — = Sl I < — eee anf 

ge oT i= 

The lowest section of seats in the Kohl Center can be withdrawn to make room for a first class hockey rink. The conversion 
process takes roughly three hours and occurs as often as three times a week during the basketball/hockey season. 
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Qe Applying Piezoelectric 
3 materials to the 

VY world of sports 
By Anita Boor and Jamie Tabaka 

magine how different fishing would be These properties are due to the arrange- 
[rite graphite rods or how archaic ment of atoms in piezoelectric materials. 

golf would be without liquid metal club They are composed of a lattice of atoms, 
heads. Modern technology has done much — which can be deformed by an applied force 
to advance the world of sports equipment. _ or change in electric field. 
Among the most recent advances is the use 
of piezoelectric materials-"smart technolo- Picture a cube with one negatively charged 
gy" that can dampen unwanted vibrations atom at each corner and a single positively é 
in sports equipment such as skis, tennis charged atom in the center. When the posi- 8 
rackets and mountain bikes. tive atom is exactly at the center of the o 

cube, the material is not piezoelectric. 5 
However, if it is moved slightly off-center, 2S 
the material becomes piezoelectric, because 3 

“As a materials scientist, | the distance between the positive and neg- Thi Tolslate ce ea cn raLiGiSet = 
. . j PeNe: is configuration of centered positive ust had to have a pair of ative charges is different at the top of the - : 

J th kis.” P cube than it is at the bottom. This causes | tom surrounded by negitve atoms is 
less SKIS. net electric dipole (a dipole consists of two not piezoelectric due to balanced 

-Eric Hellstrom equal and opposite charges separated by charges. 
some small distance). 

If the cube is deformed by a mechanical 
Piezoelectric materials have unique prop- force, the atoms are shifted and the 

erties that allow them to convert mechani- strength of the dipole is changed. 
cal energy into electrical energy and vice Conversely, if the cube is subjected to an 
versa. When a piezoelectric material expe- electric field, the charged atoms can be 
riences a mechanical force, it produces an pulled apart or pushed together, causing 
electric field. This electric field induces a _ the material to change shape. 
change in the material's structure. 3 
Piezoelectric materials detect mechanical Piezoelectric materials have been applied e 
forces through changes in their structure _ to a wide range of industries. You are prob- e 
and respond to electromagnetic fields by ably wearing a piece of piezoelectric mate- > 
changing their structure. Their ability to _ rial right now: quartz. A naturally occur- g 
both detect mechanical forces and respond __ ring piezoelectric material, it can be found a 
to electromagnetic fields means piezoelec- keeping time in simple everyday devices The positive atom has now been 
tric materials can be used as both sensors _ like wrist watches. moved off-center, making the structure 
and actuators. piezoelectric. 

6 APRIL 2005 j mG, WISCONSI engineer



| Synthesized piezoelectric materials pre- This signal changes the stiffness of the . 
| vent flutters in the rudders of extraordi- piezoelectric material, dampening the j 

nary machines like the U.S. Navy's F/A-18 _ vibrations. on ; 
Tomcat fighter. The applications of piezo- ' li 
electric materials seem ubiquitous and Most recently, Head, another alpine ski = iat 

have recently made their way into the manufacturer, developed piezoelectric 5 ' A 
realm of sports, finding particular success _ polymers that are directly embedded in the } ' ~ ao ) 
in ski technology. skies. rs * ‘\ é 

i; 
For skiers who have been plagued by "I think [piezoelectric polymers have] a Ae Sa yA : 

vibrating skis, also known as "chattering good chance of being widely used, because b eh ww) ‘ss E| re 4 
skis," piezoelectric materials provide wel- it is easier to manufacture polymer fibers Jj eS Sn foooees la Di 
come relief. The possibility of eliminating than ceramic plates, and fibers can be Sipe ra) SY Pie 

unwanted vibrations while skiing over woven into a wide variety of shapes," 1 / re Bu Proee | peep Y. % 

bumpy terrain has many skiers smiling, Hellstrom says. Rm Naga 068 4, Gere ] Pter4 
including professor Eric Hellstrom. "As a eee Seats 1 Bpaee / iy 

material scientist, I just had to have a pair In addition to skis, piezoelectric materials babes ENE Zgptssoee | J ) 
of these piezoelectric skis," Hellstrom says. have been used in the hydraulic systems of eo ie ri eh - a 

mountain bikes and the frames of tennis cy 1696 ij | ‘| 
By stiffening these "smart skis’ when need- rackets. They are potentially beneficial eas A | ; Bs 
ed, piezoelectric materials reduce vibra~- whenever trying to dampen vibrations. Ss re ig iuiutieat : oF 
tions and keep more of the ski in contact ng eeveneye y= rs |: 

with the snow. This provides the skier with "One could think of incorporating piezo- Fiat we ney ey | ee Be 8 
more control when turning. electric fibers in arrows to keep them , tthe ~ . oe a 

straighter as they are shot from a bow [or] a RS wy ae 2 
The first smart ski, the K2 Four, was pro- woven into support stockings for hospital : 5 Pry eee 
duced by alpine ski manufacturer K2 in atients to have a rhythmic compression According to materials science profes: 

vay : : P y me id skier Eric Hellstrom, piezoelec- 
1995. Engineers placed a piezoelectric that pushes blood from patients legs Sor an ror 

Z ee j : ‘4 tric materials have a promising future. 
ceramic plate on the ski directly in front of _ towards their heart," Hellstrom speculates. 
the binding-the area that experiences the 
most vibrations. Originally, the piezoelec- Indeed, the possibilities for applying 
tric material was simply used to absorb _ piezoelectric materials seem endless. we 
energy and dissipate it in the form of heat 
or through the light of an LED. Author Bios: 

Anita is a sophomore 

Later the design was enhanced to return with an undetermined 
the energy to the piezoelectric material. major. Ly yay 

When these later systems experience vibra- Bob bd eo) Shop mn 

tions, they generate a voltage that is sent to Jamie is a sophomore 
an electrical control circuit. The circuit majoring in electrical (608) 251-2936 | - saw copies 
sends an electrical signal back to the piezo- engineering. Randall Tower * Color Copies 
electric material a few milliseconds later. 1314W. Johnson Street | . Transparencies 
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fe} a 
The LED lights on this K2 ski are powered by the current gener- 
ated by the piezoelectric plate on top of the ski and show that 
the ski is being actively dampened. 
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By Sarah Michaels 

‘W-Madison student-athlete Lauren Recognizing this unpleasant reality, leave little time for stud- 
| Lasseter knows how to "stick to it" Lasseter reluctantly joined the track team ies and sometimes 

when it comes to both pole vaulting her junior year of high school, so she could impede upon exams. 
and engineering. continue to compete in sports. 

"[You] have to have a 

Many accomplished collegiate student-ath- "Turns out that getting hurt was one of the professor who is under- 
letes begin to develop their excellence in best things that ever happened to me," standing," Lasseter says. 
athletics early in life. However, Lasseter Lasseter says. 
did not realize her jumping abilities until ‘\ Many times the most impor- 
she joined the track team during her junior After graduating from Verona High “YSG tant meets of the year coin- 
year of high school. School, Lasseter was recruited by the UW- Ss cide with the most impor- 

Madison Women's Track Team in the fall of tant academic period of the 
When she tore the cartilage in her knee in 2002, specializing in pole vaulting and the year: final exams. Every 
high school, Lasseter could not run or high jump. Initially, Lasseter was unsure of year, the track team's Big 
jump for a lengthy 22 weeks. This meant _ her ability to perform at a Division I level. Ten competition falls on 
that her sophomore year softball season final exam week. The con- 
would immediately end and her chances of | She was not happy with some of her first , flict of interests between 
regaining her prior strength in order to performances on the track team. Having { school and athletics 
play at the varsity level the following year performed badly at a home meet, Lasseter imposes additional stress 
would be slight. believed her chances of traveling to an and requires some nego- 

away event would be unlikely. On the con- tiation between Lasseter and 
trary, Lasseter traveled with the team to a _ her professors. This rescheduling can cause 

 ¥ meet in Seattle, Wash., where she beat her clusters of exams within a two- to three- 

i personal best jump by 11 inches. This per- day period. This requires an enormous 
i formance placed her fourth on the all-time _ ability to organize and allot an appropriate 
5 po list for UW-Madison women pole vaulters. | amount of study time for each class as well 

J i] as maintain track practice schedules and, 

of course, sleep. Lasseter says, in some 
is ~~ cases, athletes must multi-task by taking 

‘ “Getting hurt was the best exams while on the road to a meet. 

‘ thing that ever happened ; : 
e 9 If the academic half of being a student-ath- 

to me lete was not challenging enough, the ath- 
> -Lauren Lasseter letic side is often taxing as well. Lasseter 
\ bs —— Le © says she has pole vaulted in many difticult 

} conditions. Some of these circumstances 
While traveling across the country canbe a__ include rain, sleet, wind and extreme heat. 
great team bonding experience as well as At one meet the rain was extremely heavy, 
an ideal means of seeing new places and yet the officials decided not to delay the 

‘4 meeting new people, it does not come event, and Lasseter had to compete. After 
i without costs. Traveling to competitions every vault, helpers had to sweep puddles 
§ during the season requires a significant off the runway. 
£ amount of focus and diligence in order to 
3 complete coursework while mentally This year is Lasseter's third season as a stu- 

“i preparing for the meet. Track meets take  dent-athlete at UW-Madison and her third 
i %e, 2 Lasseter all around the country including year in the College of Engineering. Despite 

Lasseter sprints, pole in hand, in the © New York, California and, frequently, the rigorous athletic schedule, she has still 
Shell. Iowa. These Thursday to Sunday trips maintained a high level of academic 
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achievement. Majoring in electrical engi- part of the UW Women's Track Team is "a 
neering, a typical semester's course load good sense of unity" between teammates. = 
consists of 12-13 credits. Lasseter's natural Indeed, it is the combination of common XK oN 

ability in the realm of mathematics and the goals and support for each other that . 
sciences shines through when asked her _ ensures a close-knit and successful team. 
feelings in regards to the difficulty and y 
amount of course work required for her Her busy life doesn't stop there; she is cur- 7d 
major. Lasseter feels she is "at a good pace __ rently gaining first-hand engineering expe- a 
and is learning a lot." rience. Outside of training, attending class | f 

and studying, Lasseter works part-time at 
Lasseter's abilities have earned her not Pegasus Lab, which specializes in nuclear 

only the satisfaction of knowing she is an fusion research. The lab performs con- 
up-and-coming female engineer but also trolled plasma experiments in hopes of 
several awards for her talents both on and __ learning how to use plasmas as an energy 
off the track. She has received several source. Her role at Pegasus Lab includes 
scholarships for her distinguished academ- working directly with machinery in addi- 
ic performance through the College of _ tion to using her knowledge of circuitry in x 

Engineering. Lasseter also received the designing circuits on the computer. es ' ! a 

prestigious Academic All-Big Ten honor. ma du ce 2 

Clearly, being an engineering student and asia 3 

7 . 5 a collegiate athlete poses both physical and > 

Track is a team sport just as intellectual demands. Lasseter has no com- 3 
much as an individual sport” plaints. In fact, she thrives on a busy sched- tecsaen is a1 ceceiel onginectitg a 

-Lauren Lasseter he an vices alcea sae student, pole vaulter, and Academic All- 

Big Ten Honor recipient. 

Unfortunately, Lasseter is injured once Lasseter believes her work ethic is a major 

again, forcing her to red-shirt this year's contributing factor to her success as a stu- ‘ ; | 7 

track season due to a back injury. In an dent-athlete and will most likely have a Author Bio: Sarah Michaels is a junior 
effort to maintain her physical strength positive influence in her future endeavors. ™€aloring in English literature and hopes to 
and recover from the injury, Lasseter con- She claims that track "teaches discipline, 4" 4 certificate in technical communica- 
tinues to cross-train four days a week by team work and [how to] balance time." tions. This iS her first semester writing for 

lifting weights and biking. She is still very the Wisconsin Engineer. 

much a part of the team. In the near future, Lasseter 

hopes to gain more experience Bay 

"Track is a team sport just as much as an in the engineering field by Aye 

individual sport," Lasseter says. doing a co-op or internship. ne = 
She later hopes to use her engi- ¢ i AG Join us 

Dedicated to this mentality, she often finds neering degree to start her (eee Cc 
ii ? on See mec for Tour de Cure 

herself assisting her fellow teammates by career in an engineering firm. x by 
videotaping jumps. Coaches can watch A mix of innate talent, intelli- yN Sw 
these videos and offer the athletes feed- gence and discipline, Lasseter "A Drstol-Myers 
back on their technique. knows how to "stick to it." WB | American Diabetes Associaton ™PComPI 

Through times of difficulty, Lasseter says 

that what she enjoys most about being a Saturday, May 21, 2005 

ee. 5 American Family Insurance 
: as "mae 6000 American Parkway 

—— al Madison 
Se ~ ied 

* esi rie adr = 

Were a ee a & 

Bee ae Make a difference in the lives of the 

La” A 18 million Americans suffering from 
= ll diabetes by joining thousands of cyclists 

“Sim os y around the nation who are riding in 
> iS Tour de Cure. 

eae 

» es 3 
vib iy =| American Diabetes Association 

2 http://tour.diabetes.org 
Lasseter was a gymnast before she started pole vaulting in high school. 

—_————_— 
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FEATURE 

A look into streaks in sports 

By Emily Niebuhr and Brad Groh 

ew would argue with the statement unusual than flipping heads 56 times ina ___ says, reflecting on his own high school bas- 
Fees DiMaggio was a phenomenal row? Or are there some moments in time _ ketball experience. "We know because we 

baseball player, especially in light of | when an athlete leaves the realm of statis- | experienced it. We've had days where you 
his 56 game hitting streak in 1941. But is it tics to play at a phenomenal level, com- just throw up anything and it goes in. And 
possible that one of the pinnacle achieve- monly known as having a "hot hand"? other days you can't hit the rim from six 
ments in all of sports history was no more _ Because of the strong feelings on both sides _ feet away. That is not random; that is some- 

of the argument, the thing happening." 
"hot hand" debate is the 

x ~ cee ie: 
, . gown. "I think it's obvious, even as 

& ap a Fold asa j a statistician, that players 
SS obert Wardrop, sports . 

= S => bnfimadiath and piel occasionally become a whole 
x ae : = SP Wa sor of statistics at Uw- lot better than they would be 

ee. ae Lge) Madison, helps to shed gtherwise. And that can be 
7 ge a =o PR 18, eee some light on this issue. the joy of watching sports.” 

aa Pee SO ~ F "One school of thought, - Robert Wardrop 
~~ ie a om 8 a WAT S|) Re Ra EEE 

| a =p = ‘\ | nant, is that every- Indeed, some psychologists have found 
[aa Be ee s\n | thing's just random. — evidence that player thoughts and actions 
cS ARG net ar P| And the other school of _ are influenced by streaks. In other words, 

at ss of ised : os ~ ad at thought, which I _ players that have been playing "above their 

a ’ 23 ay 4 Ri Cbelieve, is that perhaps normal potential" tend to recognize the 
Fz ? . imag eee for much of the time in _ shift and adjust their actions despite the 

Ky é :— im the world things are _ fact that the odds of scoring a basket or hit- 
aa ) Va random but occasional- _ ting a pitch remain the same. According to 

; ) ey g N ly players become _ this research, recognition of the "hot hand" 
ye either very, very good is a product of cognitive interpretation 

B aA or very, very bad." rather than enhanced physical ability. 
St 

“ 4 B For most people who "Recent fMRI [Functional Magnetic 
vi z believe in the hot hand, Resonance Imaging] evidence has found 

= / _ the phenomenon is that specific areas of the brain have 
aes ; _|2 more adequately exp- increased activation when people experi- 

Fo ‘Ny ae i § ressed on the court or — ence events producing a streak of the same 
eee sa) & field as opposed to outcome,” Bruce Burns, professor of psy- 

eae ‘Goose pure calculations using chology at Michigan State University, 
. 8 paper and pencil. writes on his website. "This is consistent 

UW-Madison sophmore guard Kammron Taylor takes hel ke past ane ea with What hag 1908 been observed oo 
ball inside vs. Indana on March ‘st, 2005. Taylor scored athletes] all believe in people's future choices can be influenced 

A the hot hand," Wardro by a streak of events. 
an average of 8.5 points per game for the 2004-05 season. ii P vy 
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From left: UW-Madison Hockey teammates Matt Auffrey, Jeff Likens, Bernd Briickler,and Joe Pavelski defend their goal ina 
2004-05 season game against the Minnesota Gophers. Was the Badgers’ triumph over the Gophers due to the skill of their 
team, or because of statistical luck? 

Those opposing the "hot hand" theory sug- question the comparison between a human __ joy of watching sports. But Michael Jordan 
gest that every event has some discrete and _ player and an inanimate object. goes out with the flu and he wins the game. 
completely independent probability of That's incredible, not just random," 
occurring. For example, opponents of the "That's an unfair argument," claims Wardrop says. We 
"hot hand" theory might suggest that every | Wardrop. "Roulette [wheels] are mechani- 
time Michael Jordan stepped up to the free cal, dice are mechanical. And few people Author Bios: 
throw line, he may have had an 83% would argue there's much skill in throwing Brad Groh is a senior in the civil and envi- 
chance of making the basket, regardless of dice. And the thought of comparing dice ronmental engineering department. He is 
the game situation. with shooting baskets is silly." an active member on the American Society 

of Civil Engineers' concrete canoe team. 

Similarly, many psychologists and statisti- Regardless of whether athletic perform- Brad is also pursuing a technical communi- 
cians argue that a streak is merely a reflec- ance is driven by pure statistical probabili- cation certificate. 
tion of unusual statistics. To determine _ ty or by external forces unexplained by sci- 
whether streaks in sports can be attributed ence, the fact remains that extraordinary Emily Niebuhr is a junior in the atmospher- 
to luck or to changes in a player's psyche, _ streaks and efforts do occur in sports. In i¢ and oceanic sciences department. 
player performance has been analyzed _ the face of statistical reasoning and proba- 
from a physiological and statistical per- bility estimates, athletes continue to reach 
spective. beyond their normal — 

potential. The "hot ore 
In the case of basketball, statisticians have hand" may or may - c 
found little to no correlation between a __ not exist froma scien- 
given shot and the results of the prior _ tific standpoint. What i Be 
attempt. This evidence gives support to the _ makes sports so inter- * bo z. * ® 

notion that events such as shooting a bas- esting, however, is a, a ae « e? , 
ket or hitting a baseball are independent of the fact that on any , Pill ~ bi 
previous successes or failures. To these given night, in any Pa i e , * | 

\ researchers, the "hot hand" is little more given location, a : . 

than a vague interpretation of an extreme- seemingly "hot hand" | ia . ; 
ly unusual statistical phenomenon. may develop. - 

To illustrate this belief, Alan Reifman, pro- "I think it's obvious, i 3 

fessor of human development and family _ even as a statistician, < 

studies at Texas Tech University, writes on _ that players occasion- 5 
his website, "Even random processes with ally become a whole a 
inanimate objects, such as coin-flipping, lot better than they 3 

can yield occasional long steaks. would be otherwise. Though rolling dice is a simple action, why is it some peo- “ 

Supporters of the hot hand, however And that can be the ple have all the luck? 
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Pie era vs ad 

By Mike Verner 

n the first Olympic Games, held some- of water if it were raining. This made it and Sugoi began to pop up all across the 
[m= in the 9th century B.C., none of the extremely difficult to layer." This wasn't globe. These companies would work with 

athletes were dressed in colors repre- just a problem for him; it was a problem elite athletes to design products that fit 
senting where they were from. In fact, they for many runners across America. their needs. And what's good enough for 

all wore the same thing: their birthday the Olympic athlete is good enough for the 
suits. A few millennia later, humans still A few years later, the fabric industry start- _rest of us. 

enjoy running, the most basic form of ed to listen to the complaints of runners. 
sport, yet for us running naked isn't an New materials started to spin out of textile | Athletes needed things that would repel 

option. plants, and in the early '80s, tights became _ water, not absorb it. They needed materials 

popular. They kept runners warm, didn't _ that would get rid of their sweat, not retain 

Humans are now spread all over the globe, absorb much water and seemed like the it. They needed clothes that would keep 
rather than being confined to the temper- perfect solution. Hill disagreed. Since he them warm without being bulky. They 

ate regions where our species first learned couldn't get over the idea of running in needed apparel that blocked the wind, yet 
to run. Wind, cold, rain, snow, heat and something that was "painted on," he decid- allowed their bodies to _ breathe. 
humidity all challenge lovers of this sport. ed to form his own business for runners Companies were fixated on addressing 
To continue to run in the far corners of the — who shared this opinion. these issues and worked with the fabric 

earth, we had to develop some protection mills to do so. 

from the elements. The inspiration for this company, Sporthill, 
came from a pair of European soccer pants The concept of layering had been around 

For most of the 20th century, cotton was that his old high school coach had picked _for a while, but it began to take on a new 
not only the dominate fabric in our casual —_ up for him while in Ireland. Hill knew that meaning. Instead of peeling off layers as 
clothes, but of athletic apparel as well. The the cut and the fabric were more appropri- _ they heated up, athletes have endorsed the 
invention of Nylon in 1938 offered runners ate for running than anything the United idea of each layer having a specific func- 
anew more durable material to use, but it States had to offer, but they weren't quite _ tion. 

was really only practical for shorts. As far __ there yet. That is until he discovered 3SP. 

as shirts and pants were concerned, run- : Start with the outer shell. This is what pro- 

ners were stuck with cotton. "It's probably the best fabric in the world," tects a runner from wind, rain and sleet. 
Hill claims. "No fiber, handmade or natu- Fabrics like Gore-Tex and now Epic have 

In the late 1970s, aman named Jim Hillran ral, has the hydrophobic qualities of 3SP."_ specialized in keeping athletes dry while 
cross country and track for the University He goes on to say that in addition to its allowing their skin to "breathe" so that they 

of Oregon. He spent his high school days amazing resistance to wind and water, it don't overheat during strenuous activity. 
in Virginia, so getting used to the constant —_ doesn't pick up odor. 

rain of the Pacific Northwest was a chal- The middle layer provides warmth. This 

lenge. However he felt that he shouldn't — However, Sporthill was not the only start- layer hasn't changed as much as the others, 
have to just "get used to it." up company to produce running gear. — except for getting lighter. 

Many others felt the same as Hill, wanting 

"In the winter we'd wear lots of cotton" apparel that catered to the needs of the — The last layer is the base layer, the one that 
Hill explains. "The wind would blow right high performance athlete. Throughout the _ touches the skin. This is where the biggest 

through it, and you might gain 5-7 pounds —_'70s and '80s companies like Hind, Craft | changes have been made lately. The pur- 

2 s 
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‘ “It’s probably the best fabric in the world. 
No fiber, handmade or natural, has the 

hydrophobic qualities of 3SP.” 

or - Jim Hill, founder of Sporthill 
oe a 

fh Wi Bi + ty a ey, from the body. It turns the sweat into heat, store is very exciting for runners every- 
f cay ii ae HE keeping the body warm. where. A recent trade show in Salt Lake 

P uy a he BG : ts City unveiled new fibers and technologies. 
pe eee fe ek Other companies like Sugoi have tried to One of these was called Holofiber, which 

dl He ae — ei combine layers, resulting in a less bulky claims to modify light waves, interacting 

ge ied uy a more streamlined fit for the runner. Sugoi's | with particular wavelengths and turning 

Ct PLY = a. "Mid-Zero" and "Sub-Zero" product lines _ them into energy. This energy is supposed- 
Es a ? specialize in materials that feature a soft — ly sent to the body to oxygenate a person's 

Feri See and fuzzy interior with a smooth and __ cells. Holofiber Inc. claims the body takes 
Peas Ds durable exterior. Not only does this keep much less time to recover after working 
prea ed lat the user warm while partially blocking out while wearing this fabric. 
fila t eat 43 wind, but it has a second feature as well. 
I baal Sapa The inside has a much greater surface area _ It's obvious that what the future holds is 
. than the outside, thereby allowing the much more then just protection from the 

material to wick perspiration away faster. elements. Modern textile engineering and 
When the sweat reaches the outer part of | design has made our "second skin" more 
the fabric, it beads up and either brushes _ efficient than our first, and it is perhaps 

4} off or evaporates. even beginning to enhance athletes’ abili- 
ties. Elite runners constantly strive for per- 

But these new materials are only one _ fection - and modern technology is helping 
aspect of a good product. According to them attain it. We 
Sugoi's marketing manager, Stan Wong, 
three elements are necessary to make a Author Bio: Mike Verner is a sophomore 
great product. The first is obviously the | majoring in electrical engineering and 
fabric. This determines the function and enjoys running in his free time. This is his 

| ability of the product. The next are manu- __ third article for Wisconsin Engineer. 

f "| facturing details, such as the sewing or the 

ss came |, knitting. For instance, how will seams still 
—— F imeem © keep out the elements? The last part is the 

TE Rei fae pe fe design-utilizing the material in a way that 7 
oe ie Pr gens % will best suit the athlete's needs. + ee 

ae ‘a Eo 
Proms 4 8 The success of these smaller companies has : ¢ 
ae \X \ 2 spurred the larger ones to follow suit. Shoe { 

i 2 giants Nike and Adidas have jumped into 1 F 
? + 2 the game. Nike's "Dri-Fit" and Adidas’ ’ . 

UW student Stuart Eagon dons light- "Clima-cool" shirts have been enormously 
weight running gear, shielding him from successful with athletes. These products he ‘ 
wind, water, and even odor. have changed the life of the college athlete e a 

who might not have been able to afford : 
pose of this layer is to keep your skin dry. _ them if it weren't for university sponsor- . 
If clothing soaks up an athlete's sweat and __ ships with these big companies. K 
keeps it close to the body, he or she will get ‘ 
cold. Runners needed a material that could | UW-Madison cross country runner Bobby 
"wick" this moisture away from the body, _ Lockhart agrees. Like Hill, he too grew up gs 

keeping them dry and warm. All sorts of — in Virginia, and spent his high school days 5 
polyesters and man-made fabrics are being —_ wearing cotton T-shirts and nylon shorts. is 

designed today to wick better. 2 
"Since switching to a polyester like Clima- yd g 

Amazingly, some companies use a person's cool, my body has been much drier and ree r 5 
sweat to their advantage. A new fabric my clothing much lighter on runs" says | t = 
developed by the Japanese company Lockhart. "I would never go back to cot- FA 2 
Mizuno actually heats up noticeably when __ ton." a: 
it absorbs perspiration. This material, Reflective elements help keep night jog- 
known as "Breath Thermo" retains a per- Clothing is continuing to change with run- gers Simon Bairu (left) and Ben Porter 

son's sweat rather than wicking it away ners’ needs, and what the future has in safe. 
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focus : innovation HOW DOES AN ENGINEERING COMPANY 
IMPRESS POTENTIAL CUSTOMERS 

WITH THEIR TALENT? 

Red Stag Engineering has been 7 
doing this for 43 years the hard way. ’ 
We have proven conclusively that not 

only are we excellent engineers but |' 

the reaction of our customers has {i.4°) fey” 
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FEATURE 

Gruben uses these tools to approach motor Gruben goes on to say that this finding 
coordination research from a different indicates the strategy for walking resides 

direction. in the spinal cord, but the higher levels in 
the brain somehow get confused after a 

"For years, kinesiology research has _ stroke and interfere with the coordination 
focused on measuring muscle activation to —_ pattern in a specific manner: altering the 
see how the control system puts muscles __ force direction. 
into motion to walk. They didn't learn the 
secret to motor control, however, so what He compares a stroke patient to a baby 

we wonder is-maybe the control system learning to walk, since infants may direct 
oS doesn't particularly care what the individ- force in a similar way. Both tend to fall 

ual muscles are doing. Maybe the control backwards and may bend at the hip to 
system-like the director of a large factory- | compensate, which means learning to walk 
is more interested in the global product, | might involve correcting the direction of 
not the small variables involved in putting foot force. Stroke patients essentially have 
it together," Gruben says. to relearn how to walk by reorganizing the 

control system to retain balance by redi- 
So Gruben and his team look at the end __ recting the force or overcompensating in 
result-the application of force by the foot, any way they can. 
which is the mechanism that allows walk- 
ing. In his research, Gruben designs and __ "The [physical] therapists work with stroke 
builds his own equipment to isolate the patients to correct all the things that look 
muscle component of foot force over funny in gait. The compensating behaviors 
which the nervous system has the most — the patients do to accommodate for the 
control. His research subjects consist of misdirected force should not be viewed as 
healthy adults, adults who have recently the problem, but rather as appropriate 
suffered a stroke and adults who have torn __ responses to an altered system. Maybe the 
their Anterior Cruciate Ligament (ACL). most important thing to teach is how to 

By Michelle Desnoyer correctly direct the foot force," Gruben 

"at our research has found so far is that says. 
0 invent, you need a good imagina- _ the nervous system has a preference of 
tion and a pile of junk," says Kreg how to coordinate force, and even though Gruben hopes his research will provide 
Gruben, UW-Madison professor of _ the pedal is moving in various ways, — insight into how humans learn, or relearn, 

kinesiology, quoting Thomas Edison and __ there's still the same control strategy-one to walk. This way, stroke victims can recov- 
standing amidst his own "junk" pile. "Just highly tuned for balance during walking," er more quickly and easily. This basic 
getting your hands dirty and actually Gruben describes. "In stroke patients, the | understanding of motor coordination 
building stuff is critical." force applied by the foot increases in alin- could launch advanced research, such as 

ear fashion just as in neurologically intact | how to improve coordination in athletes 
This philosophy sums up the work ethicof individuals, but those with stroke don't and other adults. 
two engineers in the UW-Madison kinesi- push in the same direction." 
ology department researching different p 
aspects of motor coordination in humans. 
Gruben, who holds a B.S. in agricultural , 

engineering and a Ph.D. in biomedical — [ 
engineering, studies coordination in lower Ne 
limbs, while Professor Andrea Mason, ‘* 

who holds a Ph.D. in kinesiology, concen- rs 

trates on the upper body. ey 

Although they work separately, both i 4 
Gruben and Mason use methods of engi- | Fd ‘ oe 7 } pe 
neering to answer critical questions about | s cy A e Ye = na 

the human body. Gruben currently studies a & os 5 F aw i.e 
how the human nervous system causes | 9 <> by COU Rn w a - 
the lower limbs to di fe d aa See a . 07 oa . a fe produce force ani i AHA SS ana Vs ee E 
allow people to walk. | gate ae Pea NS iat ee 6 

"My engineering degrees gave mea set of | 7 . iim i b # ‘wee if! = 
tools to use for problem solving," Gruben |_| ty = Sea 18 | SSS ea ase 
says. "They taught me how to look at the | naka ey Met eS ~~ Vw 

human body as one giant system, just like The prototype foot pedal is one of many machines in the laboratory of Gruben. The 
any machine." prototypes allow Gruben to study the forces a body experiences when walking. 

. 1 a a 
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"My main research involves understand- monitored by a PTI, hal, Re ue tomar IIS ap 
ing how sensory information, such as Phoenix's Visualeyez G (* ; Marie fea y ee : 

visual and haptic [sense of active touch] | motion analysis sys- Hr RCSL ee ne ae Pe net 

feedback is used to control simple, biman- tem. i taht pec ee rey EE | 

ual and collaborative movements made in f i ee a as | 
both natural and virtual environments," This motion informa- Pome ok cw » | 
Mason starts. tion is used to generate - __ Beas ee ne ae | 

a graphic image of the Mie i eel ~ 
—  __esittcer's hand and objects — a / / ae \ 

"The results of our studies — within the environ- aot ne ee nae a 
will give us insight into motor ment. The image is dis- es ee a tt | \ 

control in humans. For Bleyee one onward on ‘ae , i 
: : facing monitor, placed ea Di 

practical applications, such parallel to a work sur- ff i 

as virtual environments for _ face. A mirror is placed j 
training or sports applica- — Parallel to the comput- y wy 

- . ae er monitor, midway * 4 
tions, we will know the mini- — jetween the screen and q } & ; 
mum amount of sensory the work surface. The uN a | 

information needed to mmrror _ teflects (=the ee , 
. . »» image on the computer Re Ay ™~ 

perform the skill effectively.” snitor which subjects i 2 ' \ 

- Andrea Mason perceive, wearing a Me ~— > 
-_—_ooo stereoscopic goggles, as Y¥, 4 

if it were a_ three- aeons 
Mason's first study involves the coordina- dimensional object i , = 
tion between two people passing an object. located on the work ca § 
Research subjects pass an instrument over surface below the mir- os a & 
a square taped onto a table. The silver ror. In a typical experi- » Fae i od & 
instrument is about the size of acell phone ment, test subjects are J el a a >, < 
but has the ability to record grasping asked to grasp and oe fq 2° 
forces when the passer lets go and the handle augmented 4 \ 4 2 
receiver takes full possession. objects, real objects Kreg Gruben, a professor in the department of kinesiology, 

with graphic images demonstrates how patients use a machine designed to 
Designing experiments like this involves _ overlaid. measure the forces produced in the lower limbs. 
using skills from both parts of Mason's ae P a neees 
educational background. Through her research, Mason tries to the skill effectively," Mason says. "This is 

answer some important questions. Do we amportant ee ine enone comput 
"My undergraduate engineering degree need to see our limbs to better perform in nedlvenviormneniie eae abl ane 
mostly helped me with problem solving a virtual environment? Do we have to see n teducecwhat needaito. be es radueed 
and logical thinking," says Mason, who _ anentire graphic image of the object or are Se ea ; Sag re di 
originally wanted to be a biomedical engi- _a few collective points enough to perform Pe Wee ies ae aad 4 
neer, but her undergraduate university effectively? more eee. ve SH EES C NEL SHOUS: 
ae, ‘ to be of value. 

didn't offer it as a major. Consequently, she =< ————__________ 
decided to conducted her graduate stud 5 i i 7 
in kinesiology. She Ae it was is ae sate f i. ae ey uy Wath, ine sombined research of these two 
Tyarteieree men etoren coon waren: on ave: Oo Jus go out an engineers, the basic elements of human 

"[Engineering] helps me to come up with start designing products. ae a Me uncovered: This il 
logical solutions others may have more They can use their experi- <8" "12° gutire generations fie 
difficulty with." 7 etter coordinated or even help them over- 

y ; ence to solve complex bio- come typically debilitating illnesses like 

And how does one solve the problem of logical problems that have stoke: 

testing the importance of visual feedback resisted explanation, such as... Pte eno 
in a virtual environment? Design and how we walk.” one shoue iow ey, Bont nays 
build a virtual environment. And that's just eojoulend oe designing Biot 
exactly what Mason did. sa Kreg Gruben ucts," Gruben says. "They can use their 

ee eS seexperience: to solve: complex: biological 

Mason tests how much sensory feedback "These results of our studies will give us ae that hae ee explanation: 
the average person needs in order to per- _ insight into motor control in humans. For euciias how we Wall We 
form tasks with her creation, the practical applications, such as virtual envi- A of a : : 

& % 2 : 2S 4 uthor Bio: Michelle is a senior graduat- 
Wisconsin Virtual Environment (WIS- ronments for training or sports applica- ing with a double major in English and 

CVE). The virtual environment functions tions, we will know the minimum amount alitigal science. with a technical commu: 
as follows: Motion information, for exam- _ of sensory information needed to perform este certificate 
ple, movement of the subject's hand, is . 
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By Nate Holton 

f an athlete in training were a high per- movement and ensure that the water inthe Like electrolytes, carbohydrates such as 
[Frreees sports car, then a sports drink body is transferred effectively. glucose work to keep an athlete in top con- 

would be super-premium gasoline. Furthermore, the presence of electrolytes dition during crunch time. Once con- 
Indeed, since the invention of Gatorade in makes the body desire more liquid, sumed, carbohydrates rapidly enter the 
1965 by Robert Cade, a University of encouraging proper hydration. blood stream through the small intestine. 
Florida kidney specialist, the sports drink yy nna 
industry has taken off, and athletes have | teens pe 

reaped the benefits. : nr i ‘ eo e 

wearers ReQuiar Special Super — 
If sports drinks are like a Bei aia 

j | z : ee ees 
super-premium fuel, then C) i C) 

. Fi K B 
water could be described as a) stl 
regular unleaded gasoline. 5 A FY 

| Caieor at tr re sae Ly Le ld 
come Ener ote) BR Ce 

Sports drinks work by combining carbohy- Re atrant cuca: taimiuue octAKE- RATING winimum OCTANE RATING g 

drates and electrolytes with liquids to cre- fee nee Pete ae 8 
ate a drink to help keep athletes’ bodies g 93 ce 
hydrated and functional. Electrolytes, such 2 
as potassium and sodium, are lost when an PRESS o;e 68.8 Py ae 3 
athlete sweats during training. These are ni . 7. 5 = 
important because they help with muscle Sports drinks are much like super+ fuel; both are specially formulated to give high 

performance machines the extra boost they need. 
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From there, they can travel to the muscles, hydrates and elec- 

where they serve as fuel. Carbs are enor- _ trolytes to fluid can 
mously beneficial to anyone engaged in give a hard working — 
physical activity. athlete a noticeable 

boost in perform- Se 
UW-Madison sports nutritionist Jeremy ance. There have % 
Isensee says that carbs are "used by the even been studies 
muscles as a primary fuel source. It's the done to determine —— \ 
most effective fuel source and as you're what flavors ath- 2a 
working out you deplete those, so immedi-_ letes prefer when /< 
ately afterwards you want to get as many __ they're in the heat of ‘ 
back in." the battle, since y 

these preferences f 

In addition to working as a oy oe 

fuel, carbohydrates also resting. 
speed up the hydration 1M 

"When you're not 
process. working out, an ice Ll 

“i << 7es)) GT “cream sundae will a 
taste really good, oo 

In addition to working as a fuel, carbohy- but when _ you're af A) 

drates also speed up the hydration process. done working out it a P| 
While water alone will rehydrate the body, won't taste the same, a iF — 
water and carbohydrates rehydrate the so they've studied g j 
body faster, which is an obvious advantage _ taste a lot to make = | f } 

to athletes who cannot afford toloseastep. sure that their ig ; ACL: 
drinks are tasty," a R 

To optimize their products, sports drink _ Isensee says. ee a’ 
makers, particularly Gatorade, have done 

extensive peer-reviewed research on their Gatorade currently 
products' effectiveness. Numerous studies dominates the mar- 
have concluded that certain ratios of carbo- ket and is the most _ = 

well known sports de ‘ 
, drink available, in ee 3 

‘ pM part because of the = 
a "Gatorade showers" i 

os that were first made ’ a 
Pe, famous by the New 2 

i mi v | a2 q " yor Meera ny a has Gatorade on hand to give him energy to 

Ld © aces ie BY Parcells in 1987, P9¥ 78S! etmall: 

y “ aie However, sports drinks in general, includ- Sports drinks contain calories and a large 
, ing Powerade, All Sport, Everlast and amount of sugar, which can be unhealthy, 

; i aoa Hydrafuel offer the same advantages to particularly for those who do not need or 
y - —_—S> 4, athletes. will not use the advantages that sports 

> . —= ae drinks provide. In this case, drinking water 
, 7 = Is there a downside to sports drinks? So _ is perfectly fine and would be considered 

ay long as you're an athlete engaging in stren- the right option for hydration. If sports 
uous activity, the answer would appear to drinks are like a super-premium fuel, then 

WG be no. Any possible disadvantage of sports water could be described as regular 
fir Tt drinks occurs when people who are not unleaded gasoline; if one is driving a typi- 

Ls engaging in rigorous physical activity feel cal sedan and not a high performance 
Z SI eee = that they need a boost. sports car, then the unleaded gas would be 

[*e re eee A) 8 the more logical choice. 

ee Oia re | "If it's 80 degrees out and you're playing ° es 

Le a Mei are -|€ golf, you should drink water. Now, if Author Bio: Nate Holton is a senior major- 
les ass —— pee you're in Arizona, and it's 98 degrees out, ing in philosophy and mechanical engi- 

I Paes SaiAe'|8 and you're walking through 18 holes, then neering. Upon graduation, he plans to 
= —? —— ® it's okay to have a sports drink," Dale attend law school. Though originally from 

Gatorade has done special research to Schoeller, UW-Madison nutritional science Milwaukee, he is an avid 49ers fan. 
make their combination of carbohy- fessor. says 
drates and electrolytes give a noticeable Peer eeye 
boost to an athlete's performance. 
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COMMENTARY 

The Finest in Eclectic Humor 
By Skye McAllister 

Top 7 Engineering Trash Talking Phrases and Excuses 

Trash Talk 
7. First I’m gonna break down your game, and then I’m gonna break Newton’s 1st Law. 
6. Your turbulent game can’t match my laminar skills. 
5. My skills are so complex they can only be described in 4 dimensions. 
4. Just so your game doesn’t completely collapse, I will multiply your score by a safety factor of 2.5. 
3. Theory of relativity? HA! Try deriving this... 
2. You should switch to structural engineering and build a house with all of those bricks. 
1. Did you fail dynamics? Because your game is static. 
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Trash Excuse ) 
7. It’s not my fault, the coefficient of restitution of the ball is insufficient. 

6. Sure you can beat me, but what about my robot, Dunk-a-tron? 
5. It’s not my fault, I’m big brained. 
4. My backpack got in the way. 
3. I’m much better at the Playstation version. 
2. I didn’t have time to compute the proper arc of my shot. 
1. The ball and the rim must both be negatively charged. 
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9 CONSTRUCTION CRAFT LABORERS’ UNION 
TRAINING FOR THE FUTURE OF WISCONSIN CONTRACTORS 

Wisconsin Construction Craft Laborers bring value to the Building Contractor because of the 

extensive training they receive. The Apprenticeship and Training Center instructs and 
upgrades the Laborers in the many skills necessary to efficiently erect structures to today’s 
specifications. 

The training and experience that the Construction sla 

Craft Laborers bring to the job-site help our building Je ~! ae 

contractors bring projects in on time and under budget. Sgr ia a a 
nS 2 e j ! 

The skills training that the Craft Laborer receives is Se 3 : 

accompanied by instruction in the safety techniques , ¥ 

that are so important to the crew on a building project. 

Professional and safety-conscious in their building proficiency, the Construction Craft Laborers 

deliver value to the building contractor and to the building project owner! 

To start increasing the Profitability and Productivity of your 

building project, contact the offices of 
The Wisconsin Laborers’ District Council 

4633 LIUNA Way Ber 3s 

a Suite 101 a ~: 0 Sine 
34 ce ! DeForest, WI 53532 a 

Ss i Tel: 608-846-8242 
: \ Fax: 608-846-5460 ya 

i www.wilaborers.org al
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